
  

City of Bend 

Fire & Rescue 
 

Section 1 - Individual Performance Standards 

Section 1.9 – Pump Operations 
 

Task 1.9.2 – Supply Attack Lines from Tank 

 

STANDARD:   

1. Supply attack lines from tank water 

2. Pump appropriate pressure within 10 psi 

3. Use all PPE and safety precautions 

 

RESOURCES:   

1. IFSTA Pumping Apparatus Operator Text 

2. One pumping apparatus with three person crew (Engine, Interface, Tender, Truck) 

3. Current accepted standard for pump engagement and operation per manufacturer and Training 

Division. 

4. Full Personal Protective Equipment 

 

PROCEDURE:   

1. Engineer spots apparatus appropriately for fire attack/relay pumping considering incident priorities 

and other apparatus.  Place the transmission in neutral and set the parking brake. 

2. Engage the pump.  Ensure operation by noting transmission indicator and “Ready to Pump” light. 

3. Exit the cab.  Immediately chock the wheel and note the “Ready to Pump” light at the pump panel. 

4. Assure transfer valve is in appropriate position for anticipated flow rate if equipped. 

5. Open the Tank-to-Pump valve and prime if necessary.  Throttle to appropriate RPM for priming. 

6. Assure all connections remote from engine are made and appliance valves are opened or closed as 

appropriate (e.g. Siamese in a relay operation). 

7. Check to make sure the line(s)/tail pulled is/are free of kinks or obstructions.  Make any needed 

coupling connections to appropriate discharges at the pump panel. 

8. Receive and acknowledge a clear signal to charge the attack/relay line.  Open discharges in a 

controlled manner to avoid water hammer. 

9. Pump the proper operating pressure for the line(s) and flow rate selected.  Switch the Pressure 

Governor Control from RPM mode to PSI mode if equipped. 

10. Set pressure relief valve properly to a 20 psi differential from operating pressure as appropriate. 

11. Monitor booster tank level diligently.  Secure water supply/refill promptly as needed. 

12. Refer to situation specific Performance Standards for further guidance. 

 

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS: 

1. Secure the apparatus by chocking wheels appropriately 

2. Pump within 10psi of operating pressure at all times 

3. Provide safety utilizing PSI mode and setting the pressure relief system appropriately 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 


